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By SUE LANDON
At least six of the nine teaching assistants in
sociology face possible firing because of their
disagreement with the grading guidelines of the
department head - guidelines that say freshmen
101 students are receiving too many high grades.
Richard Tomasson, head of the sociology
department, said, "About two-thirds of some
TA's grades are "A's" and "B's". This situation is
intolerable, absolutely intolerable. They must
change their grade practice radically. If they don't
they will be fired. I will fire any of the nine
a~sistants who refuse to follow my grade
definitions."
Three teaching assistants, who said three other
assistants agreed with them, indicated that they
will continue grading as they feel students
deserve, despite the threat of being fired.
'Despite Tomasson'
Larry Weiss, one of four teaching assistants
who have organized to oppose the grade directive;
said "I take higher education seriously; I don't
take high bureaucratic orders seriously. I will
keep grading as I have despite Tomasson."
Teaching assistant Lucia Montague agreed,
saying, "I was hired to assist, but I must decide
grades with my own head. How can you grade
with someone else's head on your shoulders?
Asking us to lower grades is unethical. I will
continue grading on the basis of the student's
work."
Another assistant, Linda Hundermark said, "I
will grade as I see each exam. Tomasson may be
pleased or displeased."
The disagreement comes in the wake of several
memos about grades from Tomasson, and a
speech by him at Monday's sociology TA
meeting.
"Tomasson told us at the meeting that we were
the fingers of his hand, that we were his
puppets," Weiss said. "That enraged us. So we got
him to write down his grade directive so that
students would see the grade-drop suggestion was
not our idea."
'Which Shall Prevail
In his most recent memo to the TA's,
Tomasson stated that the assistants must follow
his philosophy of grading: "Teaching assistants
are assistants just as the title implies. You have
intellectual freedom to express your points of
view on all material in the course ..• However,

you are to carry out the reading assignments,
programs, and tests as I direct; and it is my
philosophy of grading which shall prevail in this
course."
Tomasson told The Lobo many teaching
assistants do not' have the sophistication to be
allowed to grade as they choose.
"Several of the assistants are quite
intellectually unsophisticated. They are very
effected by the current thought about grades.
They think grades are punitive, an oppression.
The assistants are insufficiently socialized into the
_!ole of the teacher. They identify with the
student; they want to be liked. I think there is a·
correlation between being liked and giving high
grades."
However, in their own memo to the sociology
faculty, the assistants countered Tomasson's
statements, saying, "We maintain we are
responsible members of the teaching community.
We resent statements, p).'essures, and threats
implying that we are irresponsible functionaries
to be mindlessly 'directed' when grading our
students."
Freshman Abilities
Much of the controversy about grading centers
around the abilities of freshman students. In a
Nov. 10 memo, Tomasson indicated the majority
of freshmen should not receive high grades:
"Almost two-thirds of the grades of four of you
are "A's" and "B's" combined. To give grades like
this to first semester freshmen is to make a
mockery of the grading system. More important,
however, is that it gives students a mistaken
impression of the quality of their own
performance."
Citing specific examples of over-high grading,
Tomasson. told of one teacher, Linda
Hundermark, who had 20 per cent A's and 32 per
cent B's. "This is terrible," he said.
No A's
He then demonstrated how grading should be
done by citing assistant Carol Higgins' grades,
which were no "A's", 20 per cent ''B's", 47 per
cent "C's", and 24 per cent "D's". "This is
admirable-just the way grade distribution for the
first freshman test should look."
Higgins said she graded low on the first test
because she expected students to improve. "I
expect a negative curve at first; it takes time for
students to develop sophistication in a course,"

Heady Wants Jones Back
On Senate Election Ballot
President Ferrel Heady
yesterday ruled the name of
Charlie Jones should appear on
the ballot for the ASUNM Senate
elections.
Mike Merrill, chairman of the
Elections Commission, said the

,

Harris
Due to uncertain financial
conditions and the fact that he
is presenting legislation in
Washington tomorrow, Sen.
Fred Harris will not appear
tonight as originally scheduled.
Harris said he will try to appear
at a later date.
\.
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injunction against the election was
still in effect until he could poll
Commission members to see if
they wanted to appeal Heady's
decision to the regents.
Jones was disqualified by the
Elections Commission for not
having the required 75 signatures
on his elections petition.
1-Ie had 7 5 signatures, many of
which were said to be in the same
handwriting.
Jones appealed the decisicm to
the Student Court along with
Louis Duncan, who was
disqualified for not attending the
mandatory candidates meeting.
Duncan and Fred Basil • Torres,
another candidate 'disqualified for
the same reason, but who did not
appeal, were reinstated when the
court declared mandatory

she said.
Asked if 101 itself is an easy course, Tomasson
replied, "It is not an easy course. If the grades are
too high, it is theTA's fault, not the course's."
Asked if the freshmen possibly deserved high
grades, Tomasson smiled, hesitated, and then said,
"No one informed me of that, If so, we would
raise our grading standards."
The teaching assistants disagreed with
Tomasson's estimation of sociology 101, citing
the manner in which the course is conducted.
Worst on Campus
Montague said, "The course has gotten the
reputation of being a gut course, the worst course·
on campus. To improve the course, Tomasson
should change 101's content, not to flunk people
out."
"Socioiogy 101 meets three times a week,
twice for a two-year-old videotaped lecture by
Tomasson and once for a discussion with teaching
assistants. In a general evaluation last year the
course scored horribly. In our own evaluation,
students said they hated the videotape and
detested the books. The TA's were more popular
than Tomasson," he said.
However, Tomasson said that sociology 101
will be different next year with two discussions
and one live lecture.
The teaching assistants said they have appealed
to GSA President Bert Hansen for help, but were
told they first must try to solve thei;- problems
within the department. Consequently, the
assistants said they would try to bring up the
grade issue at today's faculty meeting.
·
However, Tomasson emphasized that the
grading would not be discussed at the meeting.
Appeal for Support
"We are not-you can underline "not"-going
to discuss it. We have too much else to do. As far
as I am concerned, there is nothing to discuss,"
Tomasson said.
"Those of you (assistants) who feel unable to
carry out Tomasson's policies should never have
accepted a TA position ... the only decent
course to follow is to resign your position ... ,"
Gilbert Merkx said.
. Three other faculty- Charles Woodhouse,
Harold Meier, and George Huaco - agreed with
Merk.~ in a memo saying Tomasson has full
responsibility for teaching the course and for
supervising assistants.

Pre-registration Info""

Union Board Arms Police

Students, if you have not
received your pre-registration
packets in the mail, you should
go directly to 1805 Roma.
Bob Weaver, 'associate
registrar from Admissions alld
Records says problems arising
from those students who didn't
receive their packets can be
\.resolved through his office.
~

On Weekends, Evenings

attendance at the candidate's
meeting unconstitutional.
In ruling on the case Heady
said, ' 1lt should appear that there
is some uncertainty as to the
intent in the language in article 7,
Section B/'
Article 7, Section B of the
ASUNM Cortstitution states
ucandidates for the Senate shall
submit to the Elections
Committee nominating petitions
(Please turn to page 6)

The Union Board last night
voted to arm police officers on
the second shift after 4 p.m.
during the week and all dliy on
weekends. They also voted to
have a minimum of two officers in
the building during the times the
officers are armed,
The decision came after much
discussion concerning alternatives
to armed police including
increasing the number of unarmed
officers and strict ID checks.
The original motion was to arm
the one Union policeman
weekdays after 6 p.m. and
weekends after 4 p.m. The hours
were selected on the basis that
Union clientel changes (to include
many non-students) after those
times.
"1 can't believe the arming of

one policeman can solve Union
problems/' said Mark Money,
former chairman of the Union
Board. He. suggested closing the
building at night or taking strict
measures such as increasing the
police force or initiating an ID
check.
1
' Th«:! building is too damn big
to patrol with even five or six
officers," said ex-ASUNM Sen.
David Rigsby. "I gUess I'm not a
radical anymore. (Most (radicals)
would rather see an ID check than
police carrying weapotts. 11
"A gun~ as well as a badge or
uniform, is a great deterrent," said
Richard Kaehele, campus
policeman who refused to patrol
the Union without a gun. "You're
cheating yourselt' when you donlt
(Please turn to page 5)
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Teacher Analysis VII

World
News

Graduate School Aims Eva/ uation at Depts.

. ' ; ~~hilgltig (;~ttg\: i •• •· .
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editorial

By United Press International

A M ajar Policy Q·uestion
A major departmental battle between the
chairman and faculty of the sociology
department and the department's TA's may
be the first real test of the issue of academic
freedom of the graduate teacher under the
GA-T A Statement on Rights and
R. esponsi··.t.mti .. ~ <>n;-,..,wP~ ~:1;:~.. "J~~Although the bitter disagreement on the
amount of leeway graduate teachers should
have in issuing grades is still within the
confines of the department, a legal issue
taken is clearly within the academic freedom
provisions of the rights statement.
The grievance procedures, wrung out of
the temporary dismissals of two English
..... ,L.&..J. . . . . y

.... -

(Editor's Note: This is the number of departments we had
seventh and final story on teacher too many students in relation to
the number of faculty available to
evaluation at UNM.)
take care of the students' needs,"
By PAULA HOLLAND
'rhe Graduate School at UNM Springer stated.
w iII not conduct teacher . "We asked a small group of
evaluations thia year but will professors on this joint committee
to read annual reports of
conduct a separate evaluation
academic
departments to see
concerned with the "tot.al
performance of departments whether in the reports there were
rather than individual teachers." any indications if they
George Springer, Vice President (professors) felt they had more
of the Graduate School, said that than they could cop with, and
the department will be happy to then we would go and perhaps
be included in others evaluations interview and see what could be
done to perhaps limit
in the study that is underway in
several departments, but the enrollment," Springer said.
Individualization
Graduate School will not institute
"It costs a great deal more to
a teacher evaluation program that
educate a person at the graduate
is patterned after that proposed
by Vice President of Academic I evel," Springer explained,
". , . the higher you go to the
Affairs, Chester Travelstead,
The evl\luation that the masters' degree or the doctorate
Graduate School is conducting "is degree the more individualized the
in conjunction with the Curricular instruction becomes ••• until one
student is served by a whole
Committee," Springer stated.
"We were led to this," Springer committee of teachers."
"The student-teacher -ratio is in
continued, "by some of the same
considerations that concern the effect reversed," he continued, "it
students, both graduate and takes three or four professors to
read this thesis and make a
undergraduate,"
judgement."
lt'aculty Imbalance
"Also, in some departments,
there seem to be an imbalance
between the faculty and the
number of students," in the
graduate departments, he said,
"It was our feeling that in a
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department TA's during the "Love Lust"
poem uproar, has not been tested.
The well-meaning, and carefully worded
provisions of the document meet the
theoretical approval of most members of the
TTniuprsH··
nn..,...mnnit."
'Rut
whethPl'
""'-'! ~V%~"',a..-.
-••£'"'J
,.._.,...,!
-·-graduate students are willing to press for the
fullest expansion of the provisions of the
statement, or faculty members are ready to
abide by a decision reached through the
statement's grievance mechanisms remains to
be seen. This may be the precedent setting
case if sociology is unable to get their own
house in order.
_,...._.., .. v

.
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Castro's Chile Tour
SANTIAGo-A group of enthusiastic spectators burst
through police lines and engulfed Fidel Castro and his
bodyguards Thursday after he laid a wreath on the
monument to Chile's national hero during his first visit
outside Cuba in more than seven years.
The incident !J~Qurred on the second day of a visit which
thA 1~
~ov l"h'Q.,.~nt
;.,. ,l
~ ,Jnf'naf- fn~
.,....,...,.
.J. rem1 ........
~--"""" . . ~'""' er.&Lt3u. ~S
anOtue.r Uc.-....,.....,tJ ...,_...,
imperialism." Castro _told newsmen Wednesday after his
arrival that a film of his reception by the thousands should be
sent to President Nixon. ·
Some Santiago newspapers reported that Chilean security
police had made "preventive" arrests of 30 persons who
might be considered a threat to Castro. Those an·ested were
identified as right-wing extremists, including some cashiered
army officers.
,..f'i
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'Bomb' Spring Topic

"Let me see that recipe again!"

After almost being run down
by a bicycler- for the second
Lime- I figured it was time that I
found out why campus
pedestrians and bicyclists don't
have different routes of travel.
Since the sudden growth of
bicycling at UNM, it has become
somewhat hazardous walking
between classes. Granted, the
main campus is sma11, and for
only 10 minutes of each hour are
there a lot of people walking
between classes, but these reasons
should not £ive the bicycler the
privilege to go peddling madly
wherever he/she may please. We
have several students who are in
jeopardy each time they leave the
classroom. I am referring, of
course, to thooe students who are
physically handicapped. If you
have had the misfortune to meet a
bicycler who is trying to set a new
land speed record - on the Mall
yet- then you know what I'm
talking about. Maybe the UNM
bicyclist should confine his riding
to the streets which crisscross the
campus and not the sidewalks
used by those who walk.
Something has to be done before
someone, pedestrian or bicyclist,
is hurt and badly injured.
Larry Barkley

to pin down more clearly the
reasons for my dislike of them."
He continued, "All that energy
expended .•• for what some naive
(eliminating himself, obviously)
people would call a rock
concert ••• surface characteristics.
Beyond which some people can
never see." I like that! Somehow,
this fortunate eritic has been
gifted so highly, to rise above
"normal" man, to see beyond all
human capabilities. Some sort of
Superman; well, at least we know
his kryptonite,
My only wish, at this time, is
that Walter Kerr or some other
respectable eritic, would "bite"
Andrews in the "ass" (perhaps,
he'd cut out his presumptuous
accusations in reference to the
audiences' critical abilities and self
fulfillment, or if we're lucky
maybe stop writing reviews
altogether).
John Nolan
(Editor's Note: Andrews' lead
sentence, more in context, read:
''hoping the Guess Who's concert
Saturday night would • • • either
enable me to pin down more
clearly the reasons for my dislike
of them, or convert me to their
'legions' of admirers.'')

By WILBUR G. LANDREY
UPI Foreign Editor
It does not require extraordinary
perception to see how different the world is
today from 20, 15, 10 or even five years ago.
Realities have changed and so have illusions.
The arrival of the Chinese communists in
the United Nations this week is a good point
from which to look back at the changes.
The United States emerged from World
War II as the most powerful nation on earth.
Most of the world's monetary wealth was in
its vaults, its atomic power was
unchallenged, Europe and Japan were
devastated and weak.
Soviet communism soon became the
enemy, the directing hand of communist
conspiracies everywhere, and the United
States opposed communism by defending
South Korea and then fighting the Chinese
when they intervened there.
After that intervention, the American
protection shield was quickly extended to
cover Chiang Kai-Shek and his Nationalists,

Fed Up
Whim I first got a glimpse of'
today's (Monday's) Lobo, I saw
the headline "Audience Blitzed by
• F rus tra ting' Guess Who."
Immediately it dawned on me!
Once again, the reputable critic
Charles Andrews has gone to
town. This time, The Guess Who,
a new band, yet the review
seemed painfully typical and
repetitious of The Lobo music
critic.
However, having no personal
vindictiveness against Andrews,
himself, for never having met hitn,
I do wish to expound only on his
literary shortcomings. For instance, his opening
(subjective) comments
immediately torewarn of his
upcoming objections, "hoping •••
Page2

',

who had lost the Chinese Civil War and
retreated to Taiwan. They were pictured as
manning a bastion of democracy.
Experts who had been in China and
suggested a different view of Chiang lost
their jobs in the U.S. State Department and
began to be held responsible for the "loss"
of China.
The communists, it was held, were

aggresively expansionist and had to be
contained all around the perimeter of China
if their neighbors were not to fall, one by
one, like dominoes. Those neighbors came to
include South Vietnam, and after the French
were defeated, the United States intervened
there.
At first, the United States did not believe
the split between Russia and China, or even
the relaxation within Russia itself after the
death of Stalin. When it did, the Russians
became relatively good guys and the Chinese
incredibly evil ones who advocated nuclear
war.
Some of all this was true, of course, but
some of it appears to have been illusion.
The United States no longer is so all
powerful. Racial troubles and social
differences at home have shattered its unity,
its currency is weak abroad and it is
retreating from a war in Vietnam its people
will no longer support.
Europe and Japan are economically
strong, and they are no longer allies who can
be told what to do and counted on to do it.
All this is changed reality, but some of the
illusions have changed, too.
With President Nixon's forthcoming visit
to Peking, China no longer appears all that
evil. It has begun to be admitted that the
United States did not "lose China" because
it never possessed China. It has begun to
appear that the Chinese intervention in the
Korean War was defensive and that the
Chinese leaders had the same image of
America as an aggressive power that the
American leaders had of China. It now
appears that the Chinese are not trying to
take over Southeast Asia.
Doubtless new illusions will replace the
old .. One may be that a resumption of
relations will make China a friend again.
Still another may be that the United
States has become weak. It is still the single
most powerful military and economic power
in the world. It cannot do everything
everywhere at the same time, but it can do a
great deal, almost anything, in fact, that has
the support of its own people.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

perform.''
Qualify
"The difficulty is how you
quantify," he explained, "bow
you decide • , whether two hours
wor}c on the graduate committee
is worth how much in terms of
classroom teaching, conferences
with students, or being in his
office during office houl'!i."
This, said Springer, is an
interdepartmental discipline. "It's
like weighing apples against
pears,'' he said, What one
department may consider on the
top of their list, another
department may not.
The Graduate School is
naturally concerned with a
profes~;ors writings and research
and creative activity, Springer
said.
Balance
"To strike a balance between
this part of his existence and the
excellence of his teaching or the
faithfulness with which he attends
committees is very difficult," he
stated.
Springer clarified, "The
emphasis on so-called production
differs greatly from academic
Over 30 •
Different
Sandwiches .
Mon·Sat
11 a.rn.-3 a,m.
Sun
11 a.rn.-1 a.m.
1 ~"~ "f'm.h-~'· s~.
842·6736 ....,

NM Legislators
TourUToday

I

News Analysis

U.S. W'orld Role Declines

letters, , ,
Bicycle Danger

MOSCOW-A Soviet expert on U.S. affairs says President
Nixon's planned visit next Spring might produce some
progress toward agreement on nuclear disarmament but will
not greatly improve Soviet · American relations.
Georgi Arbatov, director of the USA Institute, wrote in
the current issue of the magazine, "United States: Economy,
Politics, Ideology", that the threat of the thermonuclear war
and its attendant arms race should dominate talks between
Nixon and Kremlin leaders.
Referring to the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT)
which resume Monday in Vienna, Arbatov said:
"We would like to hope the forthcoming Soviet- American
conference would help these negotiations and would help
expand the number of problems on which agreement could
be reached."
The SALT talks are a two-year-old attempt by Moscow
and Washington to reach agreement on limiting the
production, stockpiling and deployment of nuclear weapons.

"We were led to believe
through the examinations of some
enrollment figures that we had
some problem," Springer
continued. This concerned the
student-teacher ratio.
Last year, "we looked for
indicators rather than specific
teaching performances of
specified teachers in specific
classes," he said.
Joint Committee
"We have a joint committee
between the Curricular and the
Graduate Committees continuing
the work on developing the
methodology," be stated, "on
how they can evaluate the
performance of academic
departments."
Becau::;e of the cross section of
departments that the Graduate
School encompasses it is a
difficult task to evaluate the
graduate schools within each.
Springer continued, "I think it
is perfectly justified to have an
evaluation system. which is
concerned with teaching, which is
concerned with research
performance, and other tasks that
a faculty member is expected to

Legislators day will be held
today on UNM campus. All of the
members of New Mexico's
legislative branch of government
have been invited to attend,
though only about 30 are
expected.
The solons will begin their day
with a 12:15 luncheon, followed
by an open forum from 1:30 to
3:30 in the Kiva. At 3:30 the
legislators will be taken on a tour
of the campus, At 5 their day will
end with a reception at the home
of President Ferrel Heady.

Two Plays

Wed., Nov. 17
6:30-9:30
• dryland ski touring clinic
• free refreshments
• signup for FREE ski touring
clinic this winter
• drawing on free equipment

Everyone InvitedBring Lots of Questions!

Turn on to 4-Channel Stereo Today for a
Totallnvolvement Experience & Save $79.65
Eve.flhing you need in one big 8-piece package to be completely surrounded by sound!
150-watt AM·FM stereo receiver . . . 55-watt
stereo amplifier • • . 4 acoustic suspension
speaker systems •.• 4-channel adapter • . .
deluxe automatic turntable. Open your eors to
all new "4what's happenin' in sound
Channel Stereo".

SEPARATE
COMPONENT
PRICE •••
$879.60

~-~~~~~--~-------~

RADIO SHACK

THINK SNOW

•Prices with asterisk will be slightly higher in all or most stores due to Federal
surcharge and currency revaluation.
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• 631Slomas N.E.
265-1517

1406 EUBANK BLVD., N.E;
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HOUSE OF HALLMARK
offers
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The Largest el. ection of W
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Hallmark Cards
2J.
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Thanksgiving Cards d-.
Wedding Invitations' liT
~ and All Paper Goods
~ Expert Monogramming eL..
~ YesWeHaveOurNew q;""
XmasAlbumsinForl971
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3501 Lomas NE

2254989

(@uttrtrrs
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 6-pk
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The National Players wlll
present "The Miser" by Moliere
Nov. 23 and "The Taming of the
Shrew" by Shakespeare Nov. 24
as part of the Popejoy Hall
entertainment series. Tickets are
still available in the $2 to $4 price
range. Both plays will begin at
8:15 on their respective evenings.

OPEN HOUSE

department to academic
department."
.. At present, though, the
Graduate School is "concerned
with the total teaching resources
within an. academic department
against students that have to be
taught.''

• 401 Copper Ave. N.W.
4th & Copper N.W.
247-3828

• The Mall Shopping Center
2264 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
296-5744

•

~v1exico

City PD-Watch Out!

,

Stabilization Affect_s BEF Funding

Phoney Bribers Terrorize Poiice
By PIETER VAN BENNEKOM

MEXICO Ul'l'Y (UPI} - The
word among Mexico City's
2000 off-duty policemen is to
watch out who you're taking a
bribe from these days,
An undisclosed number of
Secret Service agents, Traffic
Department supervisors ;~nd
controllers are roaming the streets
at all hours of the day and night,
purposely committing small
infractions to test the traffic cops'
honesty.
They offer bribes to buy their
way out of a ticket and the officer
who accepts is hauled before an
II

I

the
best
=

;

!
~

23¢
HAMBURGER
in town

~
ii

i~

! Henry's Drive.Jn
I 916 Central 9 am to ll ain

"Honor Court" :presided O'li!l:' by
Col. Santiago Salinas Magana. He
has dealt with 80 cases over the
past two months.
But traffic officials says it takes
two to make a successful bribe,
Part of the problem of a
bribeable police force is the
general public's fault, they
con tend, and instructions have
gone out to charge motorists with
attempted bribery.
LowSalary
The salary of a traffic officer is
being increased from $3.20 to $4
per · d&y which is &hove the
minimum wage but still on the
poverty level, according to many
residents of Mexico City.
"No matter how many times
you threaten to fire them, if
they're hungry they'll keep taking
bribes," a high-ranking official o£
t h e A tt or n e y G e n e r a I ' s
Department said, "And what
they're getting is starvation wages,
Before Mexico will have an honest
police force, those wages have to
come. way up."
Bribeable police is just one of
the problems making traffic in the
burgeoning Mexican capital of 8.5
million people a gigantic mess,
which makes the home-to-office

Meant for
eacQ.other

ride a horn-blasting nightmare for
Mexican motorists.
Huge Registration
There are more than 500,000
cars registered in the city, about
half of which are estimated to be
driven by persons without a
driver's license.
Even having a license is no
guarantee of one's skills at the
wheel in Mexico City, About a
dozen applicants for licenses are
processed at the Trat:fic
Department every 30 minutes,
The only real test consists of
having to park a car in a space so
small that everyone fails. The
applicant is then told to go to the
other side of the Jot for some
"special instruction," during
which he can usually be observed
slipping the examining official a
bill which assures a passing mark
on the failed test.
Meters
Parking meters have only just
made their entrance in Mexico
City and are not popular, More
popular are the so-called "human

II

Parking Fees, Tuitionflikes, Salaries Limited

parking meters," middle-aged
unemployed men who make a job
out of letting people park th'i!ir
cars on a chosen street, regardless
of the tow-away zone signs, for a
small fee, usually a peso,
To increase their income, the
"human pa~;king meters" U$U&lly
let people double and triple park
&nd it is assumed that part of the
parking fee goes toward keeping
the Traffic :Department's
towtrucksaw&y,
· ·
Parking Lots
Human parking meters are
preferred to the regular parking
lots, where teen-age boys try their
skills at fitting automobiles like
sardines in a tin so tight that it
may take them 30 minutes of
puzzling maneuvers to get your
car back out when you want
it-with or without dents or
scrapes,
Traffic accidents in Mexico
City are numerous although they
are usually limited to
fender-benders and no statistics
on collisions are available.

Yoga Society

organization's activities there, and
a lecture and discussion on the
relationship of service to
humanity and meditation on Sat.,
Nov. 13 at one p.m. at the
Newman Center Auditorium,
All are welcome. Refreshments
will be served.
"Ma~ic Sam"
The group ' Magic Sam" will be
at the UNM Ballroom Nov. 12
from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. All
proceeds will go to the
Farmworker Cause.

Calling_ U

MCarved

TERMS ARRANGED
••• UNDERSTANDING
, •• We're With YOUJ

2312 CENTRAL SE

je1velers
~

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWElER!

•:AO<;;l
"-=--'

OPPOSITE YALE PARK

WATER TRIPS
118 Tulane SE

Clarice Taylor stars as
black playwright Lorraine
Hansberry in "To Be Young,
Gifted and Black" appearing
at Popejoy Hall Sunday at
8:15 p.m. Tickets are $4.50,
$4, $3.50, $3 and $2.50 (half
price to UNM students), The
play is sponsored by the
UNM Afro • American
Studies program.

II

CAMPUS BRIEF§

Ananda Marga Yoga Society
presents slides from India of the

the Love Ring
people

Popejoy

ij

Friday, November 12, 1971
Campus Crusade for Christ, Union
room 231·A., 9·9:30 a.m.
Kiva Club, Union room 231-D, 9·12
noon.
Campus Crusade for Christ, Union
room 12·3:30 p.m.
Ne\v Mexico Legislators, Union
room 250A.·E, 12-2 p,m,
Kiva Club, Union room 231-B,
1·4:30 p.m.
Math Dept, College of Education,
Union Theater, 1:30..4:30 p.m.
Student Tenant Union, Union room
250..0, 7·9 p.m.
Ub\U'U•Sasa., Union room 231A·C,
7-11 p.m.
FUm Committee: Viva Max, Union
Tbuter, 8 and 10 p.m.
Las Chlcanu, Union Ballroom, 8•12

midnight.

SIMS, Union 231-E, 8·10 p.m.
Omega Psi Phi, Union 250C.E, 8·1

a.m.

Theatre

. Tickets are now available at the
University Theatre box office for
"All the King's Men," opening
Wednesday, Nov. 17 at Keller Hall
in the fine arts department. The
University Theatre production
also plays Nov. 18, 20 and 21.
Curtain time is 8:15, ·

Poetry Reading
Larry Goodell ana Charlie
Vermont, both living in Placit<ls,
will read from their own work at
the Kiva, Nov, 12, at 8 p.m.
Everyone is invited to this free
reading sponsored by the poetry
series.

New Mexico Lobo
Vol. 75

Union Palice Armed
(Continued from page 1)
give an officer the tools of his
trade."
The board also upheld an
earlier decision to ask to vacate

No. 55

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Lobo Ia published
dally evetY rtgUiar week o! the Unl·
venit¥ J'ear by the Board o! Student
Publica ona of the Alleoelat.!d Stud~nlll
ot the Unh·e111ity or New Mexico, and Ill
not financially assoclat.!d with UNM.
S«ond cwo posf.all'e paid at Albuquerqu~, New Me&lco, 81106. Subscription
rate h $7 for the aademle year.
The opinions expr"""l!d on the editorial Plllf~ or Thll Lobo arc those or
the author sol.ty. Unsigned opinion Ill
that or tltc editorial boerd of Tho Lobo.
Nothlug tfcc.,..arlly roprmenlll th~ views
or the AS!IOCillt.!d Students or the Unt\'ersity or New Mexico.

Brought the 11.95 Water Bed
to Albuquerque
Now Offers:
Foam pads 4.95
Frames 16.50
Heaters 27.95
Couches 19.95
Chairs 19.95
Cushions 8.95
All products are guarante~d
for five years

Tuition Hike
By CASEY CJIURCH .
John Perovich, UNM vice
l'a!.'king fees, a proposed $12
tuition hike and :proposed salaries president for business and finance,
for professional and non·&cademic said the proposed $12 tuition hike
personnel for 1972·73 may all be approved by the Regents in
affected by Phase II of the price September might be subject to the
wage"price controls.
stabilization program,
An Oct, 15 advisory newsletter
William McConnell, executive
director of the Board of from the National Association of
Educational Fin&nce (BEF), told College and University AttornP.ys
The Lobo yesterday the board indicates "tuition is treated the
"will have to make adjustments" s&me as any other price for
in proposed sal&ry increases for purpose of the wage·:price list.
the state's universities fo:~: Thus, increases over base period
1972·73.
rates are not permitted."
Guidelines
Perovich noted the report was
The national Cost of Living issued before Phase II policies
Council Wednesday released the we:re announced. Tuition was
details of economic control non-exempt from government
guidelines fox pricing, pay regulation "during the post•freeze
classificatio::.ns and responsibility period,"
The $12 increase is 5.7 per cent
for reporting wage and price
changes. The new guidelines will of the $210 resident tuition and
fees charge. Price levels are being
go into effect Sunday.
The BEF has set guidelines of a pegged by the Cost of Living
five per cent salary increase for Council at three per cent.
McConnell said the BEF at its
faculty and professional salaries,
and an eight per cent increase for hearings next week would not be
non-academic personnel for considering the proposed tuition
hike in terms of its conformation
1972-73,
"I foresee that we may have to ID price guidelines, but its bearing.
reduce the eight per cent to 5,5 on the &ppropdation to be
considered by the Legislature.
per cent," McConnell said.
Local coordinator of the
He added some institutions in
the state had been allotted a six economic stabilization program,
per cent increase for faculty John Ronquillo, could not be
salaries, and if the six were cut to reached for comment concerning
5, 5, others would have to be whether a represent&tive of his his
reduced proportionately "to keep office would attend the BEF
them in some what of a budget hearings Nov. 18-20.
However a spokesman for that
relationship."
The national Pay Board office said "internal meetings
(administrative arm of the Cost of were now going on to come up
Living Council) froze salary with some answers."
Parking Fees
increase at 5.5 per cent effective
Perovich said the parking fees
Sunday,

CORDUROY SUITS

Heady Wants ..
(Continued from page 1)
bearing the signatures of at least
75 students no later than two
weeks prior to the date set for
election."
"The legal meaning of the word
'signature' can mean a person's
name as written by himself or
written by someone else with his
written permission," Heady said.
He also said, "pending later
clarification sa to the intent and
meaning of the word signature, I
believe th&t doubt should be
settled in favor of the candidate
submitting the petition."
Attending the meeting held in
Heady's office were Jones'
attorney, Vernon Henning,
Merrill, commission attorney
Donald Burge and Vice President
for Student Affairs Harold
Lavender. Jones did not attend.
"All patties concerned agree on
the fact that at least 75 students
have now indicated their support
of Mr. Jones candidacy, either by
signing the nominating peition or
by filing an affidavit that they
authorized another person to
sign," Heady said.

"

Auto Parts

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Used Radios
$5.00 and Up
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AUTHENTIC LEBANESE FOOD

e
e
e

Vegetarian salads
all natural foods

-~

..

shishkabob & shishkofta

Tues·Frl 11:30· 2 pm, 5-10 pm
Sat & Sun 5·1.0 pm, clo•ed Mon.
5900

e

cutom framing
ready made frames
low prices

e

all kinds of original Chinese hand
paintings-scrolls-screens-wallpaper

Lomo~

NE

266·3629

complete selection of
art supplies
15% off to students
& professors
Mon.-Fri. 10_9
Sar. 10-6

Imports direct from China

Sun. 12-6

9649 Menaul NE-Eubank at Menaul

Welcome
Students & Professors
Serving a complete line of Chinese &
American food-Dining room and carry-out-

•

Ali You Can Eat

Shmorgasbord
Lunch $1.35

e
e
e

evenings $1.69
holidays
Sundays

8230 Menaul-Hoffmantown center

298-6123

Special While They Last
K.l.H. Stereo Headphones
List· 49.95 Now 29.59
Join The Smilers-Shop

space on the first floor of the
building by Jan. 1.
The original agreement to give
Amistad Union space was on a
temporary, one semester basis.
"To be consistent with our overall
policy • , . it would be unwise to
grant space to any group," said
Chairman Ray Schowers,
Ken White, president of
ASUNM, said it is almost certain
that Amistad will be able to get
office space at Mesa Vista.

·LES®
.
Z

Complete Engines
transmJssions~glass

Central
&
Univetsity
(Almost)

- rJ 5
1""\11 a d- e

..._ 1!!1

E.

I

I

I

We want eve:y bride to have a perfect wedding.
Complete with the traditional bridal set she's
always longed for. You might say it's our "gilt"
to the bride. After all, who deserves a Iewing
thought more than she does on
her wedding day?

free parts locater serviee

Used

--·-·-

Diamond values.
They are a proud
tradition With us~

phone 877-5355
2615 Coors SW

hP- Mini·Mall

Nov, 17, at 8:15 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall, Tickets are $.50 for
studentt;, $1 for- -faculty and staff
and· $1.50 for general admission.

1

BRACKEN
Auto
Dismantlers

We Manufacture custom water furniture
Albuquerque owned and operated

apptoved by the regents in
October might be reduced or
eliminated by the local wage-price
board.
He said the University would
"pur,sue" the pricing implications
before putting the fees into effect.
"If you improve the qnality of
the service you can charge,''
Perovich citing the extension of.a
busing service from the south
campus lots as an example of
improved service that could be
used to justify the parking fees to
the wage price board, '
A hike in the season basketbnll
parking fee for the Arena lots is
now being considered by the local
wage-price board, ·
'l'he fee was raised $2, from
$10 last year, contingent upon
any limitations imposed by the
Phase II directives, UNM received.
a complaint that the action was
illegal.
"Tiie Bureau of Revenue
(which handles wage-price
controls) said it was not .illegal,
because it was contingent on Nov,
15 policies," Perovich said, He
added that UNM must now justify
the increase by showing they have
improved the quality of the
service,
Improved Pru:Idng Lots
In this case Perovich said the
parking lots are being improved.
Perovich said that the
University would be considered a
"category two" institution for
pay classification, This means
UNM must report "pay
adjustments. • . at the time the
adjustment becomes effective" to
the Pay Board (administrative arm
of the Cost of Living Council),
Category two includes institutions
with between 1000 and 5000
employes.

Wind Ensemble Concert
The first UNM Wind Ensemble
Concert of the year wiii ieatu:re
Robe:rt Na~l, trumpet bOloist,

JEWELERS

My,howyouw c:hanged

I

Downtown-318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
•Winrotk
... student accounts invited

Free Gift Wrap.
Layaway now fur Christmas. Or, charge it.·
Zales Custom Chilrge • Zoles Revolving Charg~
lllustralio~s
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WAC Faces No Upset- No Hope Week
1

1

·'A-A' Might Also Mean 'All-American'

Cats, CSU Need Wins; UW Faces Do·om
ByJIMPENSIERO

Arizona ( 4-4) at Brigham
Young (S- 4 )

Camptell, and followed this
17-seconds later with a 43-yard
scoring interception by defensive
tackle Jim Johnson.
What this game proved to
Wildcat watchers is that they
might have a chance when they
complete their season against
Arizona State, especially when
you consider that Oregon State
was the only team to beat ASU,
and they did it quite handily.
Across state BYU was being
mauled by ASTJ and before the
fiasco was over they were down
38·12. The game was an outside
chance for the Cougars to
establish themselves as better than
a lucky team and also would

Arizona has been vacillating
between greatness and mediocrity
all season and their game against
equally unsure, though I feel
overrated, Brigham Young will be
a good opportunity to warm up
for their game with league leading
ASU.
The Wildcats proved their
ability to pull upsets out of the
aLmosphere when they beat
favored Oregon State 34-22, after
being behind 22·.21 late in the
f o ur th q uar t er · T heY
accomplished their coup d'etat on
a 52-yard pass reception by Tom .~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Big Mouth
Drinking Mugs

MICKEYs
Malt Liquor

Repair & :\taintenancc
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialis1s

Stout

333 Wvomine:Blvd. ;-.IE

265-5901

have given them~a lead -in the
WAC. They blew it, and qui.te
badly at that, although losing to
ASU isn't really that much of an
insult,
What :remains to be seen is how
much strength the collective

beating teams who they
supposedly shouldn't be on the
same field with (i.e.) Oregon State
while losing to underdogs like
Wyoming.
Demory and Co. seem to have
something to prove and ~ see no

Utah St. (6-3) at Utah
(2-6)

The Indians are better than
their record indicates _and will
probably give their neighborhood
rival Utah State a run for the

PLAY ROOM BAR

MIU"k
Sanchez
(26·22)

UTEP
atUNM

UNM 35·21

UNM 32·18

UNM 35·28

UNM 35·7

Utah St.
at Utah

usu 35·34

usu 30·8

Utah 22·21

Utah 27-18

Wyomging
atASU

ASU 45·21

ASU 40·12

ASU 40·10

ASU 38·17

West Tex. St.
atCSU

csu 12·6

csu 15·12

csu 25·14

csu 19·17

Ari:;::ona
atBYU

AU 19-10

AU 20·17

BYU 18-14

AU 17·14

NMSUat
Wichita St.

wsu 29·18

wsu 176·0

wsu 121·12

wsu 21-14

IOc BEER
Every Monday, 5-7 p.m.

OLD TIME MOVIES
everynight
Take 1-40 West-Turn North on Coors Road
you can see it from there

reason why they shouldn't give
BYU the acid test. Whether the
acid will turn the BYU litmus
remains to be seen but personally
I feel BYU is a pretty flitty club
and ripe for another loss. Whew!

Wyoming (5-4) at Arizona
St. (7-1)

specializing in tune-ups
brakes, air conditioning
& expert welding

Against any other team in the
area I would give the Wyoming
Cowboys even odds to win,
especially in light of their
phenomenal passing game, Being
as they're playing ASU I rescind
these odds, and with good

FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

le8;50ns.

UNIVERSITY SHELL

10% Discount to Students
24 hr. service
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

.
-
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"It's good for the school, but I
been nominated for WAC player
of the week," Fred stated. "They don't pay much attention to
have been making huge holes all rankings or statistics, We have a
year long, making it a Jot easier job to do, and that is to win ball
games," Fred said simply,
for me."
Winning Main Objective
To Better Days
Winning and soorting at right
Back at .Alamogordo High, it
wasn't all that easy for Henry. He halfback are' his only football
made All-State, despite the fact ambitions. Goals like 1000 yards
that his team suffered through a rushing are fine, but winning is
winless season, "I didn't even the main 6bjective for Henry.
know what real blocking was until
I came to New Mexico," he
declared,
Once he .started rambling for
yards behind "the greatest"
offensive line, the Alamogordo
Antelope has established marks ('p$f()t'l}
~~
worthy of an All-American.
In 17 games for the Big Red ~ 5t
Running Machine,· Mr. Henry has
lugged the ball 243 times for 1632
y;:ri'dg a- ~lm<>rh ner carry average
,. a ~ --~ -.. -_, ~ ..,;..,.,~c :. ,~:..,
or "'• 9 yaras. t;even 11u ..... ~ 10. ruo !
career, he has taken off on jaunts 1
of 40 yards or more, including 65
and 62 yard TD gallops against [
Utah.
Running Polish Obvious
Watching a long Henry run is
something every Lobo fan will
remember. Blessed with great
balance and good speed, number
22 is truly an instinctive .runner.
Fred admits to having good
peripheral vision and this helps
him to make the right cut at the
exact time and leave his defenders
helpless.
"I just feel which way to go
and take off for that goal line,
You don't ever want to get caught
from behind," he pointed out,
Running ability is not this
man's only asset, He is an adept
pass receiver who led the Lobos in
that category in 1970. Henry
doesn't care whether the Lobos
pass or run or even that they are
ranked second nationally in
rushing offense.

· Last weekend the lOth • ranked
Sun Devils wasted no time in
weaseling BYU out of the game.
In case your memory is bad you'll
know that earlier in the season
BYU had similar results with the
.Cowboys. In light of this process
of elimination and considering
ASU's well - rounded attack
things start looking bad right
away for.Wyorning.
The Cowboys have one breath
of hope however. A passing surge
by quarterback Gary Fox has
moved him within reach of the
WAC season passing record of
2368, In his past five outings the
wily Fox has picked up 1960
yards in the air, leading the
Cowboys to three wins and two
losses
H the Cowboys were as strong
in every department as they are in
passing the game would be close,
but it's close enough with the
passing alone.

lJ.f

Roger
Ruvolo
(26-22)

Don
Burge
(32·16)

Free Estimates

Diflerent-New-Sandwiches
Budget Priced-25¢ Draft-Fun

I

I

backfield of the week.
This honor is just one of many
accorded the 180-pound junior,
But he takes it all in stride.
"Everbyody .likes it," said Fred
referring to awards, "but lots of
times I really feel like I don't
deserve it."
Fred is one o£ the offensive
line's biggest boosters. "I thought
one of our linemen should have

·11tt-- min

Jim
Pensiero
(31-17)

teams can muster for this game.
The Cougars still have a chance
for winning the WAC if someone
beats ASU (highly unlikely) and
w an! pru1Ja1Jly going to give their
all against the Cats. The Wildcats
are seemingly out of any title
hope but they have a tendency of

i

By TOM REICHER 'J'
The Alamogordo Antelope
returned to the gridiron wars laat
week and promptly galloped for a
school record tying 218 yards.
All-WAC halfback Fred Henry,
sidelined by an infection in the
Arizona game, responded with a
performance against Utah that
earned him a place on the United
Press International's national

:·;

Lobo Picks. • •

SUNDAY SPECIALS

money.
Last weekend the Indians were
checked by the Lobos, but not
before novice quarterback Don
Van Galder established himself as
a passer to be re~koned with. He
completed 25 of 41 aerials for
352 yards and four touchdowns
!!g~!n'!t th~ si~va .. !ik~ Lob!>
secondary.
We have nothing to evaluate the
Utags on but theii record, which
is a healthy 6·3. On this alone I
would favor them over Utah. In
addition to this shallow
judgement a radio man from Utah
covering the Lobo game told me
that Utah State "had a real fine
team." Whether this was said to
rationalize doom for the Indians
will be decided this weekend aL
Salt Lake City.

West Texas St. (2-6) at
Colorado St. (0-8)
This game should be promoted
as the "Stinkeroo Bowl" as it
features two of the squirreliest
teams in the great southwest; West
Texas State and equally heady
Colorado State.
CSU hit the dust again last
weekend, folding up againGt
Wichita State 34·14. Once again
the sole ray of sunshine for the
Rants was the running of ace
fullback Lawrence McCutcheon.
The Clutch rushed for 150 yards
in the losing effort to put him
only 145 yards behind the all-time
WAC career rushing mark of 2649
yards by Art Malone of Arizona
State,

E-A-TAPE

SUGAR C\'JRED
. BAKED HAM
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GRILLED
HALIBUT STEAK

$1.75

Served with Soup o:r
Tos$Cd Green Salad, Slirimp
Sauce, French Fties, Rolis
&: Lemon Wedge.

• • • • •

$1.80
$1.70

HAMBURGER S-rEAK
VEAL C;JTLET

Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Mashed or
French Fried Potatoes,
Vegetables, Rolls, Butter,

6huff

~~Z\51-tS

-$1.7 5

Candied Yams or FJcnch
Fries, Pineapple Sauce,
Vegetables, Soup or Salad.

. .. . . .

Y2 FRIED CHICKEN4 pes.

-$1.65

Served with Cole Slaw,
Mashed or French Fries,
Rolls & llijtter.

~~
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& GIRARD 265-16691
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4-~ltannel

Fred Henry

Sports Around Campus
WEDNESDAY NIGHT'S
intrasquad meet with the UNM
gymnasts turned out close but the
freshmen and sophomores edged
the juniors and seniors behind the
sparkling performance of Jim
Ivicek.
Ivicek turned in leading
performances in floor exercises,
long horse and still rings, and
placed in every other event. He
had a 9.35 in the parallel bars.
Jon Aitken led the juniors and
seniors, and had the highest score
for a single event when he turned
in a 9. 7 on the high bar.
AFTER A THREE·WEEK layoff,
the UNM freshmen football team
will go to El Paso this Saturday
putting their 2·0 record on the
line against the UTEP freshmen,
while the varsity Lobes host the
Miners here in Albuquerque.
Coach Jerry Hardy's yearlings
are 2-0 this season with wins over
Arizona { 38·19) and Arizona
State (14•12). Leading the 'Pups
will be offensive men Rick
Fambro at quarterback, Carlos

-

McCall at fullback, and split end
Dickie Speegle, and defensive stars
Wade Van Matre, Tom Hinto and
Bob Supergan.
KUNM FOOTBALL COACH
Andy "Putz" Garmezy has
pleadingly announced that his
Circuitbreakers won't be ready to
meet the kingly Lobo Hamburgers
tomorrow, as was originally
slated.
Putz called The Lobo office
late Thursday afternoon and told
athletic director MIU"k Sanchez,
coach Roger J, Ruvolo and
Minister of Truth Frank Pensiero
that his charges wouldn't be ready
for the game until Nov. 20.
Ruvolo called the
postponement "interesting" and
added that Hamburger game plans
wiJI not be disclosed before
gametime.

gold
or silver

luxury
look

Protect your
eyes with a
professional eye

exam-and see
in style with
BRx-Ouality eyewear.

Be.,son's ~(j
IT'S SMART TO RELY

OH.

:1'

QUALITY EVE WEAR

Winrock Med. Plaza &
M«<. Arts Square

Panasonic
THE WHITNEY RE·7750
FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio •
Quadrasonic/Quadruplex Amplifiers. Four Two -Way Air
Suspension Speaker Systems.
Black-Out Slide-Rule Tuning.
Stereo· Selector. Stereo Eye.
AFC. FET Tuner. Tun~d RF
Stage. Loudness Control. Integrated Circuitry. Walnut
Wood Cabinetry.

only fl79 95

SAN MATEO NE
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

4 channel Quad 8 Decks from
99.95

Changers from

The Best Assortment
of psychedelic lighting
In The Whole World

39.95

PANASONI

rM~
· Trend Shops
.DOWNTOWN
.NOB HILL
•WINROCK

What do you think
. Mother Nature gave you a finger for?

OPEN FRI. NITES 1til 9 PM

30 I I MONTE VISTA N.E.

435 San Mateo Nl:

(Near Girard & Central N.E.)

'(1'\

256-7241

Living Batch Limited
2406 Central

Hoffmantown Shopping Center

296-o::m

jEWELERS

DIAL 255-1695

"The Unusual as Usual'•

Aileen & Herbert Briggs

., J;

HOUSE
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H)% discount for the month of October
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Citizens Investigate N M State Prison Riot
Cornmi·ttee. Formed After Revolt. Begins Probe
The Committee of Citizens
Concerned about Corrections met
at the UNM Law School
Wednesday evening and attempted

to discover just what happened
Oct, 6 and 7, the dates of the riot
in the New Mexico Stnte Prison in
Santa Fe,

William Schaab, Albuquerque
lawye::r and chairman of the
executive committee of the
ecce, said the organization began

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATE.S~

7c pe-r word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Dulldlng, ·Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. lf ad is to
205, afternoons prefe:rably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
Clasailled AdverLi~llll~
no chaml'ea the l'nte Is reduceq to lie
UNM P.O. B<>x 20
per wor(! and the minlm11Ill number of
wor(!s to 10,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
'J;'ER:MS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of adVertisement

1)

PERSONALS

AGORA-When you need somebody to listen, we'll be there. '£alking, reasoning,
and coffee no extra. Any twenty-fou-r
houra. Northwest corner Mesu Vlstu. 2773013 11/6

LOST&FOUND

LOST: NOV. 3. MAN'S TIMEX WATCH
and Gi-rl's ID bracelet (engraved Debbie)
:Mitchell Hall basement women's lounge.
Rewa-rd. 268-9067. 11/17
REWARD: $5.00 Black vinyl folder, containing notes. Lost in Bookstore. Scott
265-9118. 11/17
LOST: 11/5 Silver nnd Gold Parker fountain pen, Reward. John 842-1266/277~
2616. 11/17
LOST:LADIES RING, white stone, gold
band: between Dental Hygiene building
und SUB. Reward. 261:!-5518. 11/12

~

SIMON'S TEXACO
SERVICE

Complete
A11-tonwtive Service
242~0096

2100 Central SE

3) SERVICES
l'Jt.T'!',-7••• ~ ,... ... ~-..

FUN

OKIE'S
Every Tue. s.6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

FUN

....................................................
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INTERVIEW PERIOD
NO. 6
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PLACEMENT CENTER

~ (Sign up date-Nov. 15) ~

,J!.~.NAJ.JI.).NA}:J

, -

TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen privileges. Evenings
266-0596. ll/16

FORSALE

C.B. Radios. Base and Mobile 23 Ch. 1969
-TRC 29 nnd 24 Super•Ma&' Antennn
and Whip. Whole package, $250.00. 2654013. 11/15
1961 CHEV WAGON. 283-Automatic
A/C. $300 or make offer, 266-11'73. 11/16
• RALEIGH IN'J;'ERNA'I'IONAL, 10 spd.
Excellent Condition. $200.00. Phone 265·
9372.
1967 SUPERCHARGED SHELBY G-T
360. Hurst 4•speed, mugs, konis and
stereo. Excellent condition. 242-0716,
11/15
SWIVEL DESK CHAIR, peean $26; Typewriter, completely -reconditioned, portable
with cnsc, $35: 265-4831, noon-9 pm.
11/16
BELLS ON SALE onl,v $6.00 at Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE. 243·6954.
Selling "ANNABELLE" 1928 Model A
Ford coune with rumble seat, She's a
beauty. UGed every day, Perfect 2nd
car. 265-4013. 11/16
1964 HUDSON HORNET, rebuilt engine.
$176.00 or best offer, call 867-2671. 11/16
PERFECT CHRlSTMAS Gift__:.Antiaue set
Dicken'o lllustrated elassics (1800's),
SGO. New heavy split cowhide man's
frlnged jacket-lame-$20. 291l-4304.
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS &:
te<>orda. Brothers Music. 1831 Central
N\V, 242-3745. 11/18
1971 NORTON 760 COMMANDO. Like
new, bought in August. 247-1111, Ext.
3324. 7:30 to 4:30 onlt. 11/16

--.......................................................
..
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This Weekend

;

FOR SALE

:FffiEWOOD FOR SALE. UNM Student.
247-9170. Pinon and cedar. Student discount. ll/24
8x37 SPARTAN TRAILER. Call Mel ext.
4532 days, 877-[1260 ewnhu;R•. !1/19

1!!~:!.

-

FORRENT

5)

lOc BEER

--

JOB8-EurllPC, !3~Utf.
.ri.~~:'!ca, Asia, Australia, u.S.A; Openings in all fields-Social Sciences, :Business, Sciences, Engineering, Education,
etc. Alaska construction and pipeline
work. Earnings to $500 weekly. Summer
or permanent. l'aid expenses, bonuses,
travel. Complete current lnfom:tat!ononly $3.00. Money back gua-rnntee, Apply
early for best opportunities, Write
now! II International Employment, Box
721-Nl92, Peahody, Massachusett11 01960
(Not an (!rnployment ag::.:en:..:. ::::cy:..:.)_ __
PlWFESSlONAL TYl'ING, 8 years experi~Jnce, IBM eleetric~ 268-7629. 12/6
IT'S HERE. BICYCLE THEFT INSUR·
ANCE 100% protection. Low cost annual
premium non-deductable. Central Registration. Insures locked bicyc:les, Available now. For further information and
rates c.ontaet Olympic Cycle and Sports,
Inc., 816 San Mateo SE. 255-6998. See
George. 11/18
EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL TYPING,
IBM Electric, Call 255-6170 o-r 298-9771.
11/16
I WILL WORK ON YOUR 10·SPEED is
if it were mine. The Bike Shop. 823
Yale SE. 842-9100, 11/12
TUTORING-all subjects-all level.'!, Experienced, certified or eolleqe teachers.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE 296-8100. 12/7
FINE OI,n FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding. You or
Whatever, 242-7558. 12/8

4)

FUN

5)

J!~OUND

FOUND: SMALL BLACK AND WHITE
long haired female dog. Collar and leash
attached. She's bright and cute, Found
last week vicinity Central and Amherst.
256·1400. 11/15

...,

2)

LOST &

2)

IUDER WANTED TO MEXICO CITY
IMMEDIATELY. Call Dave at 247-8897.
11/15
MEN'S contraceptives. Imvorted and best
Ametican brands, Details free. Samples
& Catalog, $l. POP-SERVE, :Box 1205-X,
Chapel Hill, NC, 27415 ll/29

--.
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BUI':rilt. BElE'l'!;E! 5.000 fui~. full
~~::rr~~~:Y. pest Qffer, Pete 266-4368. 11/9
1
60 LAR'J{, CONVERTIBLE. Good radio
and upholstery, Rear smashed. Needs
battery. $75. 299-6346-sherry.
PUREBRED MALE DOBERMAN PUPPIES. $60,00, 344-8740. 11/15
SAVE $70 on never -ridden Honda '10 trailbike. $275. Jim, 247-0093. ll/1'1
USED FUR COATS, $15.00-$30.00, while
they lust. THE :BEAD SHAMAN. 11/15
KASTLE 201is with Ma-rker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8%. Barreerafter poles.
Used 1 seuson. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $150. See McDonnld at Journalism
205 after 4.
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, leather
gifts. The Mind Shaft, 106A Cornell
12/8
DEAL STUDEN'J;' TO STUDEN'J;', Save
30-50% on Diamond rings, 344•6349,
11/16
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Le'lel Recording,
277-4296. 20i12
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING MACHINES. These machines have built
in controls for scwin~ on buttons1 mono·
grams, etc, $35 each. Cash or terms.
United F-reight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 til 9, Sundays 12-5. tfn

''after the sixth and seventh when
val"ious people reacted with
concern,
"On the 28 we met informally
at a lunch to see what sort of
ideas could crysti:ulize out of the
group, On the 27 of Oct, 25
people decided to form ecce."
Several committees were set up
at that m9oting. Among them ru·e
the executive, penology, legal
research, psycho•medical services,
business and community services
and ex-residents and ex-employes
committees,
Parolee
The highlight of the meeting
was when a convict on parole
stepped up to the podium to tell
.......~-"'- l...n ; ...... '
•"
..
...
••
;·.:rU:t:. iic: naa ~one tnrough in the
::;tate prison. Many people in the
audience said he should not speak, ,
that he would jeopardize his
parole. Some said that he would
only live once.
He decided to speak. He

protested the censorship in the
prison that would not let out a
letter to a judge or an official
critiCizing the system.
"My person opinion is the
administration is thoroughly
corrupt. I don't think that in New
Mexico penal serv.itude
discourages crime," the parolee'
s~d. Your most serious problem
when you ge't out of the
penitentiary is how are you going
to make a living," he said.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

Th.t:s week only
10% off ·with student I.D.

Trades O.K.

Southwestern Electronics
Mr. Ruth 265-2363

Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
and laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S,E,
247-0836

.. BRILLIANT! I DON'T SEE
HOW ANYONE WHO LOVES
MOVIES CAN AFFORD
TO MISS IT!"
-JOSEPH GELMIS, Newsday

NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM-:FM multi-plex sereo-radio with
black out dial and built in stereo 8-track
:recorder player. With large BSR changer. And huge 6 air suspension speaker
sygtem. Compare at $450. Limited supply-$199.95 caeh. Cash or terms. Unlt.E:d
:Freight Sales. 8920 Snn Mateo NE. Open
9 til 9. Sundays 12-G. tfn
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 256-5987. 12/20

6} EMPLOYMENT

used stereo equipmef!r:

DIIVE.

HE SAID
A Film by

JACK NICHOLSON

8:00 & 9:45

3 EVENINGS and Saturdays only, $90,00
a week average. 242·0563. 11/12
7)

MISCELLANEOUS

VACA'J;'IONS COMING UP I Visn and
Passport information, Ca!1 Joe Brawley,
265-7611. 11/16

FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT'S

HOW INTELLIGENT ARE YOU? Easy,
selt-scoring test reveals your IQ in 45
minutes. Can be used over to test friends.
Send $2.00 today: Martin of Rutgers, 18
Redwood Road, Sptingfleld, N.J. 07081.
11/18

.------------------------II
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wilh JEAN PIERRE lEAUO
F~\OR'l
Nlt-&.

S=OCprtl

415 llt.rlllt.fs\ht N~ (tntrant.t.onAsh.)

SATURDAY
ALL SEATS
$1.50

•

Nov. 12
The Afro ..American Studies Program
The Uhiversity of New Mexico
Presents
The Broadway Touring Company of

Nov. 13-14

~~La Dolce Vita''.

I.ORRBine H8nSBeRRY'$

76/leYbliKti

~

A Fellin£ Great
admission 75¢

8, 10 pm

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

..-.

.
..-
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Sunday Nov. 14-8:15 PM
$4.50, 4.00, 3.50,'3.00, 2.50

UNM Students 1f2 Price

'fHE UNIVERSITY OF NISW MEXICO

POPEJOY BALL
NEW MEXICO LOBO

